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METHODÉ CAP CLASSIQUE{MCC}
Though the French first created it in the eponymous region of
Champagne, most wine-producing countries have managed to
create equality in bubbles: Prosecco, Cava, Sekt, simply sparkling
wine or as it is known locally, Méthode Cap Classique.

GRAHAM BECK BRUT NV 				
(Franschhoek)

350

90

350

90

Affectionately dubbed the “President’s Choice”, the Brut
NV was served at both Nelson Mandela’s inauguration and
Barack Obama’s presidential win. It exudes light yeasty
aromas, limey fresh fruit on the nose, and rich creamy
complexity on the palate.
GRAHAM BECK BLISS DEMI SEC			
(Franschhoek)
Blissful by name and nature, this bubbly is guaranteed to
instill feelings of unadulterated delight. The Chardonnay
contributes fruit and elegance while the Pinot Noir lends
complexity and length of flavour.
KRONE NIGHT NECTAR DEMI-SEC			
(Tulbagh)

390

A bouquet of honeysuckle, apple blossom and jasmine
intermingle with the scent of baking golden apples with a
zing of nectarines, lemon drops and nuances of ginger spice.
SIMONSIG KAAPSE VONKEL BRUT			
(Stellenbosch)

420

A delicate sophisticated Cape Classique with delicious
flavour intensity. As an aperitif the Kaapse Vonkel will add
sparkle to a celebration.
VALDO ICE DEMI SEC					
(Italy)

450

An Intense, fruity nose with nuances ranging from apple
to apricot and mixed fruit salad. A persistent and rounded
palate with a sweetish finish.
VALDO PROSSECO DOC EXTRA DRY			
(Italy)
Light straw in colour, with a well balanced structure,
matched with aromatic fruity fragrances. Excellent as an
aperitif.

600

CHAMPAGNE
FRANCE

G.H MUMM BRUT ROSE N.V			
(France)

1400

Aromas of ripe peach, apricot, and pineapple cascade from
the glass, chased by hints of vanilla and caramel, yeast,
dried fruit, and honey.
MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL BRUT		
(France)

1500

The delicious sumptuousness of white-fleshed fruits (pear,
peach, apple). The alluring caress of fine bubbles. The soft
vivacity of citrus fruit and nuances of gooseberry.
VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL BRUT N.V
(France)

1780

Complex aromas of bright and beautiful ripe fruit, poached
pear, grated ginger, light cream, excellent depth.
MOET & CHANDON NECTAR IMPERIAL
(France)

1800

The captivating density of exotic fruits (pineapple, mango).
The silky firmness of stone fruits (mirabelle plum, apricot).
The brisk freshness of grapefruit notes. A voluptuous palate
combining creaminess and vibrancy.
MOET & CHANDON NECTAR ROSE		
(France)

1900

Balanced palate combining structure, smoothness and
freshness. The texture is unctuous with a succulent
sensation. Persisting finale with a fresh note of blood
orange.
VEUVE RICH					
(France)

2400

Bright and clear, aromas of fruit – peach, apricot, pineapple
and mango – dominate with just a hint of almond. This
champagne is lightly sweet with fresh citrus and floral notes
and a silky finish.
BILLECART SALMON BRUT ROSE		
(France)

3000

Subtle and fine aromas, leading to a gourmand seduction of
red berry flavours and citrus zest with an aromatic burst of
great finesse which is both floral and refreshing.
DOM PERIGNON				
(France)
Early ripening usually results in a lot of aromatic maturities.
Nuances of juicy summer fruits mango, guava, nectarines,
and of raspberries with distinct peaches and tangerines.
Lively and elegant.

7500

SPARKLING WINE
SOUTH AFRICA

STEENBERG SPARKLING SAUVIGNON BLANC NV
(Constantia)

295

80

This sparkling Sauvignon Blanc is made to be fun, fruity
and fresh. The nose bursts with aromas of passion fruit,
litchi, guava, pineapple, mango and green figs. The palate
is fresh and fizzy with a refreshing finish., perfect for a hot
summer’s day.

WHITE WINE

Harvested at a cool temperature. Fermented at cool temperatures. We
always serve wine at the Recommended Cool Temperature. Enjoy our unique
white wines.
CHENIN BLANC
KEN FORRESTER “PETIT” 			
(Stellenbosch)

165

60

170

65

A youthful fresh wine with quince and pear drop flavours.
Earlier picked freshness shows on the palate with crunchy
green apple and grapefruit flavours.
VILLERIA					
(Stellenbosch)
Abundant fruit with a hint of fresh pineapple, guava and
citrus. On the palate, it is rich with a hint of freshness.
OLDENBURG					
(Stellenbosch)

425

On the nose, peaches and cream, honey-melon, mangoes
and pineapple. The mouth-feel is sublime, the acidity is
zesty, and the fruit is incredibly balanced. The palate shows
ripe pears, banana and star jasmine, accompanied by an
elegant hint of vanilla and popcorn.
THE FMC (KEN FORRESTER)			
(Stellenbosch)
A wine with personality, something unique, even slightly off
the wall. A structure showing minerality, complexity, as well
as concentration and balance.

1300

SAUVIGNON BLANC
LA MOTTE					
(Franschhoek)

240

85

270

95

285

100

Simple Cape gooseberry and green apple flavours,
supported by ripe lemon and tropical flavours such as
pineapple and passion fruit. Well balanced acidity with
body and residual sugar. Refreshing with a lingering aftertaste.
THELEMA					
(Stellenbosch)
A typical Thelema Sauvignon Blanc - lovely fresh melon and
grapefruit flavours, with a full, zesty palate, all in perfect
balance.
SOUTHERN RIGHT				
(Walkerbay)
A complex, tight, well balanced wine. The good acidity
balancing the ripe fruit. A compelling blend of old and new
world styles.
SPRINGFIELD LIFE FROM STONE		
(Robertson)

320

Vibrant, fresh and aromatic with fragrant aromas of lime
blossom, passion fruit and flinty minerality. Life from Stone
derives its name from the incredibly rocky soils in which it
is grown.
STEENBERG SAUVIGNON BLANC		
(Constantia)

350

This Sauvignon Blanc reflects the fresh, flinty and fullbodied characteristics of grass, peppers and fruit. A firm
and lingering finish.
IONA						
(Elgin)
Beautiful purity of limes and ripe gooseberry, with tropical,
floral, and fine herbal notes, ruby grapefruit and white pear
drop on the finish.

390

CHARDONNAY
WARWICK FIRST LADY (UNWOODED)		
(Stellenbosch)

250

90

250

90

280

95

Lime, orange peel and apple aromas followed by pineapple.
Beautiful notes of oatmeal, neroli, lemon curd, and honey
blossoms.
DE WETSHOF LIMESTONE HILL		
(Robertson)
Notes of grapefruit and nuts, with the complexity balanced
by a nuanced elegance ending with a delicate ripeness.
Impeccably pure, refreshing apple, peach and lemon fruit,
a lovely leesy richness of texture, and a nutty, chalky,
fruit-filled finish of imposing length. Understated and less
tropical.
BOSCHKLOOF 				
(Stellenbosch)
Good fruit with citrus, lime, and apricots in unison with a
rich and complex structure.
OLDENBURG					
(Stellenbosch)

500

A flintiness is detectable among inviting aromas of
peaches, honey melon, apricots and freshly baked brioche
on the nose. The palate compliments the aromas with
exceptionally vibrant quince, papaya, ginger and loquat.
JORDAN NINE YARDS				
(Stellenbosch)

950

A rich, modern yet classically defined style with full flavours
of clove flower, butterscotch and lime oil.
HAMILTON RUSSELL				
(Hemel en Aarde Valley)
Iconic worldwide quality of Chardonnay. Pear and lime
aromas with bright natural acidity and dry minerality.

1170

OTHER WHITE VARIETIES
TERRA DEL CAPO PINOT GRIGIO			
(Franschhoek)

205

75

250

90

230

80

280

95

300

110

Tangy, light and zesty, the mouthful is fresh and succulent.
Intense lemon zip accompanies pear drop and stone
fruit vibrance. Lively, clean and crisp with a gentle lees
suggestion. Lightweight and easy to enjoy.
HAUTE CABRIÉRE CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR
(Franschhoek)
Citrus fruit underlined by a firm acidity with an abundance
of white peach, litchi and red fruit on the nose.
JORDAN “THE REAL MCCOY” 			
(Stellenbosch Kloof)
Intense flavours of lime through to white peach and Granny
Smith apple.
PAUL CLUVER RIESLING				
(Elgin)
An expressive nose with hints of apple and limes, citrus
peel and gentle floral notes. The palate is well balanced
with great interplay between sugar and acidity with a
luscious, creamy mouthfeel.
SIMONSIG GEWURZTRAMINER			
(Stellenbosch)
Attractive notes of white Turkish delight, rose petals, litchi
and pear nectar dances on the palate.
SPRINGFIELD “MISS LUCY”				
(Robertson)
A unique blend of Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon and Pinot Gris
bursts with citrus pamplemousse flavours and an ample
mouth feel.

300

NON DRINKERS
ALLURE DE-ALCOHOLISED SPARKLING

300

110

ROSÉ
JOHN B					
(Robertson)

175

A lovely floral bouquet expressing a mixture of berry fruit
flavours which carries through to the palate. A fresh, fruity,
slightly sweet rose for everyday enjoyment.
MULDERBOSCH				
(Stellenbosch)

230

80

240

85

Fresh strawberries and a subtle chalky note define the
nose. The palate is framed by beautifully balanced,
succulent fruit flavours
SOPHIE “LE ROSÉ”				
(Elgin)
Delicious strawberries, wild berries, cranberries and a hint
of sweet spice on the nose. Sophie Le Rose is fresh and
vibrant, with a hint of candied fruit on a textured finish.

RED WINE
PINOTAGE
BEYERSKLOOF					
(Stellenbosch)

230

80

310

105

South Africa’s grape at it’s fruity, drinkable best. Intense
bouquet, full flavoured, accessibly supple, well balanced
medium-bodied wine with a fresh nish.
RIJK’S TOUCH OF OAK				
(Tulbagh)
Nose explodes with aromas of cranberry and subtle hints
of mulberry and vanilla spice. The lively palate is rich and
creamy and finishes with smooth and well-matured tannins.
MIDDELVLEI “FREE RUN” PINOTAGE		
(Stelllenbosch)
This uniquely South African variety rewards with complex
flavours of raspberries, mulberries and elegant oak spices.
The soft tannins are beautifully balanced by the fruit weight
with creamy vanilla flavours that linger on the palate.

390

2250

BEYERSKLOOF “DIESEL”			
(Stellenbosch)
A big structured pinotage with intense dark fruit flavours.
A deep middle leads to a smooth finish with pleasant
chocolate, cedar aromas from the French oak. Rich
blackcurrant and black cherry fruit upfront combines well
with the elegant cedar oak aromas.
KANONKOP “BLACK LABEL”			
(Stellenbosch)
Red and black fruit, rose plus attractive oak derived notes
like vanilla and cinnamon. The palate has a dense core of
fruit – there’s a winning sweetness initially to go with bright
acidity and firm but fine tannins, while the finish is long and
dry.

3200

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
DE KRANS BASKET PRESS			
(Stellenbosch)

200

75

260

90

270

95

On the nose, oodles of ripe cassis fruit which is classic
Cabernet accompanied by a spice of friendly tannins. A
great Cabernet Sauvignon for every day quaffing and with
easy light meals.
VILLIERA					
(Stellenbosch)
Classic dark berry fruit with a hint of spice on the nose. On
the palate it is well balanced with rich, soft tannins.
WARWICK FIRST LADY				
(Stellenbosch)
Loads of berry and cherry flavours on the nose, leading into
dark chocolate and cocoa beans. The palate is light and
flavourful, cassis, dark berries, and a hint of vanilla, and
classic Cabernet Sauvignon tannins.
SPRINGFIELD “WHOLE BERRY”			
(Robertson)

440

Whole berry maceration is followed by fermentation with
natural yeasts, racking and one year’s maturation in oak
barrels. The result is a velvety wine with softer tannins.
JORDAN “LONG FUSE”				
(Stellenbosch)

450

Fully developed flavours and soft ripe tannins, great fruit
expression and classic essences of cedar, and toasted oak.
THELEMA					
(Stellenbosch)

600

Intricate and elegant with aromas of ripe blackcurrant, dark
chocolate and pencil shavings. Exhibits a lovely sweet fruit
character on the palate.
WATERFORD					
(Stellenbosch)
Wine shows off pure fruit and earthy notes complimented
by classical pencil lead-like aromas. A typical dry tannin
structure with a seamless balance to the finish.

700

SHIRAZ
TOKARA					
(Paarl)

270

100

300

110

Aromas of plums, blackberries and briary fruit emanate
with underlying notes of dried herbs, black olives and cured
meats and a hint of cedar wood. Flavours on the palate are
quite savoury and herbal with a good support of red fruit
notes.
VERGELEGEN					
(Helderberg)
Dark ruby with violets, spice, chocolate and blackberry fruit
on the nose. The palate shows a balanced acidity, with rich
tannins and a long clean fruit dominated aftertaste.
DE GRENDEL					
(Durbanville)

410

Aromas of perfume, violets, glazed gammon, pepper and
buchu, a smooth entry on the palate with layers of cloves,
nutmeg and warm spice.
KEVIN ARNOLD				
(Stellenbosch)

620

Lovely aromatics of strong violets, dark plum fruits and
licorice. Layered into the aromatics, you will find subtle
earthiness and leather spice notes. The palate is generous
and rich with well textured and sturdy tannins.
IONA “SOLACE”				
(Elgin)
Red berry fruit, spiced with white pepper and floral notes.
Supple, intense palate with finely matched fruit depth.

650

MERLOT
KLEINE ZALZE					
(Stellenbosch)

230

80

270

100

Ripe red fruit followed by juicy fruit on the palate. Elegant
yet fresh and natural acidity ensures a vibrant and lingering
finish.
HPF “POSMEESTER” 				
(Sondagskloof)
Savour the blend of ripe red fruit aromas with generous
helpings of spice followed through to the palate, creating
an easy-drinking wine with a smooth, lingering finish.
RAINBOW’S END				
(Banghoek, Stellenbosch)

450

Fruit-driven with plums and mulberry on the nose, low
alcohol levels, smooth and well-integrated palate.
VERGELEGEN RESERVE				
(Helderberg)

540

Black cherries, plum, spice and a touch of chocolate on
the nose. Well balanced with fresh natural acidity and soft
wood tannins.
OLDENBURG					
(Stellenbosch)
A bouquet of pine forest, macerated berries, jasmine
and green peppercorns on the nose. The palate displays
a unique integration of vanilla pods and dark chocolate,
followed by red cherries, loganberries and peppadew.
Rounded off with the typical tomato leaf finish.

550

RED BLENDS
MIDDELVLEI PINOTAGE MERLOT		
(Stellenbosch)

270

100

270

100

270

100

This medium-bodied, dynamic blend features bright, ripe
blackcurrent and plum notes balanced by subtle toasted
oak overtones and hints of vanilla. Surprisingly soft, smooth
lingering ending.
BOSCHKLOOF CABERNET SAUVIGNON MERLOT
(Stellenbosch)
A full bodied, oak matured red wine with intense deep
ruby black colour. Ripe plum, herb, chocolate and complex
toasty oak bouquet. A concentrated middle palate with
long aftertaste of blackberries and undertones of vanilla,
fruit and spice.
THELEMA MOUNTAIN RED			
(Stellenbosch)
This wine shows inviting aromas of juicy black fruit,
mulberries, plums and hints of warm spice. The palate
is soft and juicy with well rounded tannins and a long
delicious finish.
DE TOREN DÉLICATE
(Stellenbosch)

			

325

Succulent strawberry flavours with slight hints of spice. This
fresh and light style blend offers intense, yet elegant red
fruit undertones.
ANTHONIJ RUPERT OPTIMA
(Franschhoek)

		

525

Seductive interplay of a mélange of dark fruits and spice
on the nose. The seduction continues in the mouth: cassis,
blueberry, violet, touches of cedar, cocoa and tobacco leaf.
It is simultaneously rich, rounded and refined.
THE CHOCOLATE BLOCK			
(Stellenbosch)

600

This wine has a gorgeous nose that expresses abundant
floral perfume supported by cedar, redcurrent, black
pepper, coriander and suggestions of Turkish Delight. The
wine is poised and textured.
SERIOUSLY OLD DIRT BY VILAFONTE
(Paarl)
This wine delivers layers of fresh fruit on the nose: plum,
black cherry and blackberry along with warm notes of
baking spice and vanilla pod. Subtle licorice and seductive
tobacco and hazelnut add a luxurious dimension.

630

RED BLENDS
IONA ONE MAN BAND 			
(Elgin)

650

This wine shows cassis fruit, with exotic spice and red fruit
notes. It is layered with fragrant ripe red berry and cigar box
aromas. The palate is seamless, with elegant fine grained
tannins.
MEERLUST “RUBICON” 			
(Stellenbosch)

1100

Beautiful dark fruit, cassis, plum, incense and liquorice
on the nose. Flavours of dark chocolate, mulberry and
pastillecon the palate.
KEET FIRST VERSE				
(Stellenbosch)

1400

Spicy, restrained elegance compliment the fine-grained
tannins while plum and red berry flavours add to the full,
sumptuous palate. Harmony, elegance and power sum up
this wine.
DE TOREN “FUSION V” 			
(Stellenbosch)

1470

Intricate flavours of liquorice, black cherry, cedar and dark
berries. Soft with a lingering hint of sweet fruit on the back
palate.
VILAFONTE SERIES C
(Paarl)

			

3750

The Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc defines the
style of this wine. Firm, powerful and concentrated: rich in
fruit at release and blended for longevity. Velvety in nature
with primary red fruits, the Merlot forms an integral part of
this blend.
WATERFORD THE JEM				
(Stellenbosch)
Inviting aromatics of rich dark chocolate and plum fruit,
with additional layers of earthy tones, clove spice, crushed
violets and a combination of dark, red cherries. The palate
is well balanced and effortlessly compliments the aromatics.
Coated with velvety tannins which provide fullness, and
a natural acidity that adds vibrance and elegance to the
lasting finish.

3900

OTHER RED VARIETIES
PAUL CLUVER “VILLAGE”			
(Elgin Valley)

310

Beautiful aromas of red fruits intermingle with roasted
spices followed by a delicious, elegant silky palate of
poached ripe plums resulting in medium bodied wine with
soft edges.
OLDENBURG CABERNET FRANC		
(Stellenbosch)

700

On the nose you find rhubarb, jasmine, and redcurrents,
with the distinctive green bell pepper aroma. The palate is
soft and elegant, with notes of green pepper, loganberries
and violets. Great balance softening the tannins.

DESSERT WINE
NEDERBURG NOBLE LATE HARVEST (50ML)
(Paarl)

40

Lovely aromas of honey, tangerine, apricot and dried peach
on the nose. A subtle balance between sugar and acid with
dried fruit and vanilla spice notes.
QUOIN ROCK VINE-DRIED SAUVIGNON BLANC
(50ML)
(Stellenbosch)
Aromas of dried pineapple and mango with sweet spices
complement a refreshing palate of pips and honey.

85

105

MANAGERS CHOICE
METHODÉ CAP CLASSIQUE{MCC}
LE LUDE BRUT NV				
ROSÉ
CONSTANTIA SADDLE				

650

150

WHITE WINES
REFLECTION CHARDONNAY			
RIJK’S TOUCH OF OAK CHENIN BLANC
DIEMERSDAL RESERVE SAUVIGNON BLANC
SARONSBURG VIOGNIER			
IDIOM VIOGNIER				
CREATION ART OF CHARDONNAY		

200
260
285
290
290
1200

RED WINES
CRACKERJACK BLEND				
BLACK DOG MALBEC				
FAIRVIEW MOURVEDRE			
BRAVE HEART PINOT NOIR			
KLEIN WIJN HOENDERTANDE GRENACHE
STRANDVELD FIRST SIGHTING SHIRAZ		
MARRAS GRENACHE				
NEWTON JOHNSON PINOT NOIR		

180
180
200
200
200
200
215
300
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MIXERS
FITCH & LEEDES BITTER LEMON (200ML) R25
FITCH & LEEDES CLUB SODA (200ML) R25
FITCH & LEEDES INDIAN TONIC (200ML) R25
FITCH & LEEDES LEMONADE (200ML) R25
FITCH & LEEDES PINK TONIC (200ML) R25
GINGER ALE (200ML) R27
TOMATO COCKTAIL (200ML) R36
RED BULL (250ML) R40

SOFT DRINKS
APPLETISER (275ML) R29
GRAPETISER RED (275ML) R29
COKE (330ML) R28
COKE LITE (330ML) R28
COKE ZERO (330ML) R28
LIPTON ICED TEA (LEMON) (330ML) R28
LIPTON ICED TEA (PEACH) (330ML) R28
SPRITE (330ML) R28
SPRITE ZERO (330ML) R28
CREAM SODA (330ML) R28

CIDERS & COOLERS
HUNTERS DRY (330ML) R35
HUNTERS GOLD (330ML) R35
SAVANNA (330ML) R36
BENINI CLASSIC (330ML) R32
BENINI BLUSH (330ML) R32

BEERS
BLACK LABEL (330ML) R26
CASTLE (330ML) R25
CASTLE LITE (330ML) R26
CORONA (330ML) R39
HANSA (330ML) R27
HEINEKEN (330ML) R33
NON-ALCOHOLIC HEINEKEN (330ML) R33
WINDHOEK DRAUGHT (440ML) R35
WINDHOEK LITE (330ML) R30

BRANDY
HENNESSY VSOP R118
HENNESSY R47
KLIPDRIFT R17
REMY MARTIN VSOP R119
RICHELIEU R20
BISQUIT VSOP R66

LIQUORS
AMARULA R18
DON JULIO R63
DRAMBUIE R30
JAGERMEISTER R26
KAHLUA R24
OLMECA REPOSADO R23
OLMECA BLACK R24
OLMECA SILVER R23
PATRON XO CAFE R38

PORT & HERRY
ALLESVERLOREN R24
MONIS MEDIUM CREAM R24
MONIS FULL CREAM R23

RUM
BACARDI CARTA ORO R17
CAPTAIN MORGAN R17
HAVANA CLUB R20
MALIBU R20
SPICED GOLD R14

VODKA
ABSOLUTE R24
BELVEDERE R43
CIROC R41
GREY GOOSE R43
SKY 90 R38

GIN
MIRARI BLUE ORIENT SPICED R40
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE GIN R26
BLACK ROSE GIN R28
BULL DOG GIN R35
GINIFER GIN R35
THE BOTANIST ISLAY DRY GIN R54
HENDRICK’S GIN R43
CAPE TO CAIRO R13
MIRARI AMBER GIN R40
MUSGRAVE PINK GIN R39
OPIHR GIN R28
SIX DOGS BLUE GIN R42
TANQUERAY GIN R23
WIXWORTH GIN R28
WOODSTOCK INCEPTION GIN R36
INVERROCHE AMBER GIN R37
INVERROCHE CLASSIC GIN R37
INVERROCHE VERDANT GIN R37
TANQUERAY 10 GIN R35

WHISKY
BULLERIT BOURBON R34
BELLS R25
CHIVAS REGAL 12YRS R40
CHIVAS REGAL 18YRS R80
DEWARS 12YRS R34
GLENFIDDICH 12YRS R44
GLENFIDDICH 15YRS R76
GLENFIDDICH 30YRS R650
GLENFIDDICH 18YRS R126
J&B RARE R21
JACK DANIELS R30
JAMESON R32
JAMESON GOLD RESERVE R147
JAMESON SELECT R38
JOHNNY WALKER BLACK R34
JOHNNY WALKER BLUE R219
JOHNNY WALKER GOLD R59
JOHNNY WALKER GREEN R71
JOHNNY WALKER PLATINUM R108
JOHNNY WALKER RED R22
LAGAVULIN 16YRS R113
MONKEY SHOULDER R39
SINGLETON 12YRS R40
SINGLETON 15YRS R52
SINGLETON 18YRS R110
SOUTHERN COMFORT R16
TALISKER R64
THE GLENLIVET 12YRS R46
THE GLENLIVET 15YRS R91
THE GLENLIVET 18YRS R156
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LONG ISLAND R120
An infusion of five spirits shaken and topped with cola and a splash
of lime juice.
COSMOPOLITAN R80
Absolute Vodka shaken with cranberry juice.
CLASSIC MOJITO R85
Rum muddled with lime, mint and topped with soda.
STRAWBERRY MOJITO R90
Fresh strawberries muddled with lime, mint, white rum and topped
with soda.
BROOKLYN SUNSET R95
Vodka and freshly squeezed orange juice with a twist.
OLD FASHIONED R80
A Bourbon Classic.
CLASSIC MARTINI R80
Gin or Vodka shaken or stirred.
STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI R85
Blended fresh strawberries and white rum.
MARGARITA R85
For the Tequila lovers shaken or frozen.
NEGRONI R85
A mercurial combination of bitter, sweet and juniper-laced flavours.
WHISKEY SOUR R85
A tangy and silky smooth classic.
SPRITZER R95
Ultra-refreshing Aperol and sparkling Prosecco.
BLOODY MARY R95
Spicy tomato juice with a kick.
PINEAPPLE & BASIL GIN & TONIC R120
Gin muddled with pineapple and basil topped with pink tonic.
BLUEBERRY & THYME GIN & TONIC R120
Muddled blueberries and thyme infused with Tanqueray gin topped
with tonic.
THE GRILLROOM REFRESHER R120
Hennessy VS shaken with our secret ingredients poured over
crushed ice.
SPICY STRAWBERRY & BASIL MOJITO R120
Caribbean rum, muddled fresh strawberry and fresh basil topped
with soda.

TUZI GAZI SUNSET R120
An aromatic South African strawberry and rose infusion.
THE BOTANICAL R120
A refreshing amalgamation of African botanical floral flavours.
STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI R60
WILD BERRY MOJITO R60
PIÑA COLADA R60
MOJITO R60

SHOOTERS
BLOWJOB R40
Kahlua, Amarula and cream.
PEPPERMINT CRISP R40
Vodka, condensed milk and cream.
B52 R40
Kahlua, Amarula and Triple-Sec.
SOWETAN TOILET R40
Banana liqueur, Amarula and Nachtmusik.
SPRINGBOK R40 Peppermint liqueur, Amarula.
SUITCASE R40
Jack Daniels and Passion fruit.

